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BIOGRAPHY
Jacobs, Diane. Dear Abigail: The lnti~at_e
Lives and Revolutionary Ideas of AbIgaII
Adams and Her Two Remar~able Sisters.
Ballantine. Feb. 2014. 512p. illus. notes.
bibliog. index. ISBN 9780345465061.
$28· ebk. ISBN 9780345549846. BIOG
Am~n g the many biographies-and collections of the letters-of Abigail Smith
Adams, this one by Jacobs (Her Ow11
Woman: The Life of Mary Wollstonecraft)
uniquely focuses on the interconnecte_d ss of Adams with her sisters, Mary m1th
ne nch and Elizabet h "B etsy" Sm1'th Shaw
C
Pe~body. Jacobs bases her tudy on their lifehared private
Iong correspondence. .They
fi
h.
thoughts on everything rom c~urts 1~,
marriage, and child reanng t~ philosophil economic, and polmcal 1 ues. Jacobs
ca 'ke evident the intense familial bond
ma
they had with one anot her, th'
e1r pauses,

ily will be valued by all readers. It will be
of particular interest to devotees of women's studies and early American history.Margaret Kappanadze, Elmira Coll. Lib., NY

Spiel, Hilde. Fanny von Arnstein: Daughter of
the Enlightenment. New Vessel. 2013. 371p.
tr. from German by Christine Shuttleworth.
bibliog. index. ISBN 9781939931030. pap.
$18.99. BIOG
The noted Au trian author Spiel's 1962 biography is now translated by her daughter
into English. Spiel clearly saw von Arnstein as a kindred spirit as Michael Z. Wi e's
introduction makes clear. This is an important book, capturing the life and times
of a Jewi h baroness (1758-1818) who
was at one time called "the mo t interesting woman in Europe." The privileged
daughter of the Master of the Royal Mint
in Berlin, Franzi ka (Fanny) ltzig married
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Trains around the world, the Nixons' marriage, feasting in New Orleans

d children as they endured grave illness,
an tion, financial hardship, and the frustra1so1a
h' k.
.
.
,
.
of being t in 111g women in a mans
non
.
ld where intelligent, educated women
wore discourage d firom engaging
. in
. su b wer
. .
d
. .
tive conunu111cat10n on non ome tic 1sstan Letter wncmg
. . 1or
c. these eIf.-sacn·u1cmg
.
sues.
ffi d
. . c.
d resilient sisters o ere opportu111t1e ,or
a~ ing family news but also provided an
s ar tial forum with like- minded, trusted,
essen
.
.
ortive females, allowmg them a bnef
supp
c.
·ce from mundane yet stres IUI domesresp1
.
' Ietters to how
. •cy Jacobs uses the sisters
t1Cl .
.
'
I ral
.
women c1rcumvent1ng cu tu re tncth e
h
..
fl
.
L:.
. ns in order to as ert t e1r 111 uence w1t,w1
nod beyond their domestic spheres. VERDICT
an
h .
d
.
This sympat et1c an engaging tre~tment
of Abigail Adams and her do e-knit fam-

a financier to the Au tro-Hungarian court,
becoming a Viennese salonniere during a
critical period in European intellectual life.
Her multinational alon paved the way for
a more liberal era for European Jewry, of
who e emancipation she became an influential symbol. While von Arn tein herelf left no significant written work, Spiel
u es the accounts of contemporaries as well
as ecret police reports to create not only
a readable biography but also a detailed
examination of the changing fortune of
Central European Jewry. The "fair Hebrew" von Arnstein moved gracefully in
both Jewish and hristian world a she
pondered the meaning of assimilation for
her people. Not for casual readers, Spiel'
account is interspersed with quotations in
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both French and German, with painstaking
political and historical context provided.
VERDICT This work is recommended for ophisticated reader interested in Jewi h history and comfortable navigating the complexities of European politics during the
revolutionary and Napoleonic eras.-Marie
M. Mullaney, Caldwell Coll., NJ

* Swift, Will. Pat and Dick: The Nixons,
an Intimate Portrait of a Marriage.
Threshold Editions. 2014. 336p. photos.
notes. index. ISBN 9781451676945. $26.99;
ebk. ISBN 9781451676969. BIOG
Swift's book begs the question: Could
Richard M. Nixon have become pre ident
if not for his wife, Pat? Relying on newly
released materials housed at the ixon
Presidential Library, including the couple's
earlie t correspondence and other of Pat's
archives there, Swift (Tlte Ke1111edys Amidst
the Gathering torm), a psychologist, begins with the Nixon ' courtsh.ip, when the
Quaker lawyer Richard, unrelenting in his
attentions, convinced his independent and
beautiful girlfriend to marry him, making
what was arguably the most a tute deci ion
of his life. As he progressed in politic , so,
too, did Pat su tain him and eek to create an enviably happy home life to present
to the media to overcome the impres ion
that the two were cold and distant. An introverted, deeply insecure man by nature,
Richard evidently found that the sceadfa t
and loyal presence of his wife made it po sible for him to further his political ambitions, until the time when his native insecurity took him a step coo far. wift covers
the aftermath of Watergate as experienced
by the Nixon and their daughters, through
the death of Patin 1993, followed do ely by
the end of her husband' life in 1994. Overall, he gives us among the most nuanced
portraits of the e two complex individuals that we have yet seen. VERDICT For all
biography buffs, presidential history buffs,
and those who study profile of marriage.Lisa Guidarini, Algonquin P.L., IL

Whitelock, Anna. The Queen's Bed:
An Intimate History of Elizabeth's Court.
Sarah Crichton: Farrar. Feb. 2014. 480p. illus.
notes. bibliog. index. ISBN 9780374239787.
$28. BIOG
Whitelock (public history, Royal Holloway, Univ. of London; Mary Tudor: Pri11cess,
Bastard, Queen) follows her previous work
FEBRUARY 1,2014
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on Mary I with a life ofElizabeth I in which
she attempts to give the standard biographical details a fresh look by way offocusing on
the "intimate" side of the queen's life: the
world of her private chambers, her quasiromantic relationships with her male favorites, and her friendships with and reliance
on her female attendants. The last of these
subjects is the most intriguing, but while
one gets an anecdotal sense of the general
court Ii fe of Elizabeth's ladies, they never
quite emerge as full individuals. Somewhat
stronger is Whitelock's exploration of the
concept of the metaphorical link between
Elizabeth's physical body and the political
body of her country-while this is not a
new idea, she presents a thorough look at the
ways in which Elizabeth's beauty, health,
and chastity (and rumors about each) were
used by the queen, her supporters, and her
enemies as signs of the state of the realm
overall. VERDICT A serviceable biography,
not groundbreaking but decidedly readable
and with an interesting viewpoint. Those
particularly interested in the women in Elizabeth's court might do well to read this in
conjunction with Tracy Barman's Elizabeth's

Women: Friends, Rivals, and Foes Who Shaped
the Virgin Queen.-Kathleen Mccallister, Univ. of
South Carolina Libs., Columbia

ECONOMICS
Dobrow, Joe. Natural Prophets: From Health
Foods to Whole Foods-How the Pioneers of
the Industry Changed the Way We Eat and
Reshaped American Business. Rodale. Feb.
2014. 288p. notes. ISBN 9781623361792.
$26.99; ebk. ISBN 9781623361808. BUS
Some buy strictly organic whereas others
have been known to count Twizzlers as a
serving of fruit, but we're all increasingly
concerned with what we eat and where
the food we eat comes from. Executive
Dobrow's first book focuses on the business side of the organic and natural foods
industry in the United Scates. While only
five percent of food sales are "natural" products, that number still constitutes an enormous market (and one that's growing at an
increasing rate). This is the story of how
"health" food stores have evolved from the
hippie co-ops of the 1960s, with their emphasis on bulk bins and macrobiotics, to the
gleaming food emporia of today. VERDICT
While primarily focused on companies and
their founders, Dobrow succeeds in relating
changes in the natural foods industry with
concurrent social and dietary movements.
Her surprisingly interesting, well-written,
and well-researched chronology offers a social and corporate hi tory spotlighting large
· U.S. natural food tores and manufacturers. Purchase where there is interest.-Susan
Hurst, Miami Univ. Libs., Oxford, OH
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Harford, Tim. The Undercover Economist
Strikes Back: How To Run-or Ruin- an
Economy. Riverhead. 2014. 272p. notes.
index. ISBN 9781594631405. $27.95;
ebk. ISBN 9781101613887. ECON
Per Economics Affairs book reviewers, the
world was eager nearly a decade ago for
commonsense explanations of microeconomics including Harford's previous
work, The Undercover Economist, which offered a clear picture of who gets what and
why. Now the Fi11a11dal Times columnist, author, and occasional BBC host turns to macroeconomics, aiming to answer the question:
Why is it so difficult to run an economy?
The author sees the takeaway as the knowledge that not al] recessions are alike and that
economists are arguing about what kind
of recession we are experiencing now. His
chatty style, sprinkled with slang (e.g., "big
glugs ofspending power"), may put off a few
readers, and some will not appreciate Harford's conceit of a dialog asking readers to
think through various economic arguments
rather than accepting pat answers to global
economic problems. VERDICT Independent
thinkers aspiring to a better understanding
of the world economy and of possible fixes
for the current downturn will delight in tllis
crisp, readable, and knowledgeable explication and analysis of macroeconomic events
and theoretical perspectives.-Elizabeth Wood,
Bowlini Green State Univ. Libs., OH

Martin, Felix. Money: The Unauthorized
Biography. Knopf. Mar. 2014. 336p. illus.
notes. bibliog. index. ISBN 9780307962430.
$27.95; ebk. ISBN 9780307962447. ECON
The use of money seems second nature
to most, and perhaps many people do not
think about how monetary systems work.
However, a deep understanding of these
systems can create new financial opportunities and advantages. Here, London-based
economist Martin (formerly with the World
Bank; associate of George Soro's Inst. for
New Economic Thinking) shows that
money is one of the greatest inventions of
mankind, tracing its roots to interactions
between Mesopotamia and ancient Greece.
He chronicles the different kinds of money
used by various cultures and through these
discussions defines the concept of money.
Martin skillfully draws parallels between
the old world and the present-day and
explains how individuals throughout the
ages have made profits in money markets.
The perspectives of great economic thinkers such as Adam Smith, Milton Friedman,
and John Maynard Keynes are included.
VERDICT This insightful monetary hi tory
gives readers a better appreciation of money
and its evolution and of current systems and
financial events, especially crises. Because

money is a complex and abstract concept,
this book is geared toward readers with economic backgrounds or financial academic
training in money and banking.-Caroline
Geck, Camden Street Sch. Lib., Newark, NJ

Yogg, Michael R. Passion for Reality:
The Extraordinary Life of the Investing
Pioneer Paul Cabot. rev. ed. Columbia
Business. Feb. 2014. 272p. notes. index.
ISBN 9780231167468. $29.95;
ebk. ISBN 9780231537025. BUS
In 1978, author Yogg (managing director,
Putnam Investments) went to work as a humanities scholar under a six-week program
for the State Street Research and Management Company, founded by investor Paul
Cabot (1898-1994). He stayed 18 years. As
a friend, apprentice, and admirer of Cabot,
Yogg heard many of the mutual fund manager's stories firsthand. In this new edition
of Cabot's biography (originally published
in 2006), Yogg tries to capture his mentor's
character, personality, and intellect rather
than merely to chronicle his life events.
Cabot came from a strong Boston fanlily
and received a liberal education. Born into
a unique society and culture, he became
an independent, forceful, and productive
individual, possessing a natural mental and
emotional confidence. He (with friends) is
credited with developing the "Boston-type,
Open-end" mutual fund that is still used
today. State Street Research and Management was among the first companies to do
primary investigations on firms and forecast
earnings, as well as pioneer the use of the
price-to-earnings ratio. Cabot also warned
of problems in the investment industry and
had a direct influence on regulatory legislation. The new epilog attempts to predict
what Cabot would think about our economic problems today. VERDICT Recommended for those who like business biographies of successful m.en living in interesting
times.-Bonnie Tollefson, Cleveland Bradley Cty.
P.L., TN

HISTORY
Daddis, Gregory. Westmoreland's War:
Reassessing American Strategy in Vietham.
Oxford Univ. 2014. 320p. illus. notes. index.
ISBN 9780199316502. $34.95. HIST
Gen. William Westmoreland, commander
of the U. S. Military Assistance Command,
Vietnam (MACV), from 1964 to 1968, is
often portrayed as a myopic, inflexible leader
who measured succe by body counts.
Daddis (history, U.S. Military Academy;
No SHre Victory: Meamri11g U.S. Effectiveness
and Progress in tlie Viet11a111 War) offers here a
deeply researched differing view that claims
Westmoreland introduced sound strategies
to a "bad war." These strategies included

